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It is shown that the model X14(7, 3, 2, 1, 1) has two Calabi–Yau phases.
1 Introduction
It was discovered by Berglund, Katz and Klemm [1] that the model X9(3, 2, 2, 1, 1) has two
Calabi–Yau phases. Recently this type of models has been the focus of work in the context of
the heterotic/type II string duality [2, 3].
In this work we show that the model X14(7, 3, 2, 1, 1) also has two Calabi–Yau phases.
2 Phase I
Following the prescriptions of the papers [4, 5] we can derive the generators of the Mori cone,
the principal parts of the Picard–Fuchs operators and the normalization.
The generators of the Mori cone are
l(1) = (0; 7, 0, 1,−4,−2,−2),
l(2) = (−2;−3, 1, 0, 2, 1, 1).
The principal parts of the Picard–Fuchs operators are
L1 = (7θ1 − 3θ2)θ1,
L2 = (θ2 − 2θ1)
3.
The normalization is K0111 = 9.
With the computer program INSTANTON [5] we can obtain the Yukawa couplings and the
instanton numbers. The Yukawa couplings are
K111 = 220 q1 q2
2
− 440 q1 q2
3 + 1100 q1 q2




5 + 184400 q1
2 q2








− 668360 q1 q2
7 + 6582800 q1
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− 100073600 q1 q2
9 + . . . ,
K112 = 440 q1 q2
2
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3 + 4400 q1 q2
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9 + . . . ,
2
K122 = 880 q1 q2
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9 + . . . ,
K222 = 3 q2 − 45 q2
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10 + . . . .
The instanton numbers are recorded in Table 1.
Table 1
nj,k j = 0 j = 1 j = 2 j = 3 j = 4
nj,0 0 0 0 0 0
nj,1 3 0 0 0 0
nj,2 −6 220 0 0 0
nj,3 27 −440 0 0 0
nj,4 −192 1100 260 0 0
nj,5 1695 −7040 23050 0 0
nj,6 −17064 62920 −92720 220 0
nj,7 188454 −668360 822850 15075856 0
nj,8 −2228160 7891400 −9471700 4571160 260
3 Phase II
The generators of the Mori cone are
l(1) = (−4; 1, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0),
l(2) = (−2;−3, 1, 0, 2, 1, 1).
The principal parts of the Picard–Fuchs operators are





The normalization is K0111 = 9.
Application of INSTANTON [5] gives the Yukawa couplings and the instanton numbers.
The Yukawa couplings are
K111 = 220 q1 + 2300 q1
2 + 6160 q1
3 + 18940 q1
4 + 27720 q1
5 + 64400 q1
6 + 75680 q1
7
+152060 q1
8 + 166540 q1
9 + 289800 q1
10
− 440 q1 q2 + 184400 q1
2 q2
+407048112 q1
3 q2 + 41624475840 q1
4 q2 + 1828147967000 q1
5 q2
+48876855669360 q1
6 q2 + 928244560989200 q1
7 q2 + 13662697686429696 q1
8 q2
+164713342061738520 q1
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9 + . . . ,
K112 = −440 q1 q2 + 92200 q1
2 q2 + 135682704 q1
3 q2 + 10406118960 q1
4 q2
+365629593400 q1
5 q2 + 8146142611560 q1
6 q2 + 132606365855600 q1
7 q2
+1707837210803712 q1
8 q2 + 18301482451304280 q1
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9 + . . . ,
K122 = −440 q1 q2 + 46100 q1
2 q2 + 45227568 q1
3 q2 + 2601529740 q1
4 q2
+73125918680 q1
5 q2 + 1357690435260 q1
6 q2 + 18943766550800 q1
7 q2
+213479651350464 q1
8 q2 + 2033498050144920 q1
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9 + . . . ,
K222 = 3 q2 − 440 q1 q2 + 23050 q1
2 q2 + 15075856 q1
3 q2 + 650382435 q1
4 q2
+14625183736 q1
5 q2 + 226281739210 q1
6 q2 + 2706252364400 q1
7 q2
+26684956418808 q1
8 q2 + 225944227793880 q1
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8 + 20228948103 q2
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9
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10 + . . . .
The instanton numbers are recorded in Table 2.
Table 2
nj,k j = 0 j = 1 j = 2 j = 3 j = 4
nj,0 0 220 260 220 260
nj,1 3 −440 23050 15075856 650382435
nj,2 −6 1100 −92720 4571160 −1442208140
nj,3 27 −7040 822850 −57853400 5991277900
nj,4 −192 62920 −9471700 876629160 −76811833000
nj,5 1695 −668360 123357650 −14206315200 1332936090145
nj,6 −17064 7891400 −1726456320 238126826300 −25249831736640
nj,7 188454 −100073600 25326702650 −4071823335360 490864423233165
nj,8 −2228160 1336128420 −384058094640 70536923244480 −9603462282665900
¿From Tables 1 and 2 we have the relation
nj,k+2j(phase I) = nj,k(phase II).
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